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Drift
by Benny Vandendriessche. Belgium

For their beauty is really nothing but the first stirrings of terror” writes
German poet Rainer Maria Rilke in his Duineser Elegy. This sentence fills
the almost wordless images of this film like a silent subtext, a Basso
continuo that can’t be heard. Beauty, love, pain, life and death. Equally
beautiful and devastating, an elementary primal film, which shows us that
water, earth, and fire are the elements that we come from and will return to
in the end. What is this: life? What is this: death? A film of and about the
final things. A Belgian married couple in a deserted hotel somewhere in
the Romanian Carpathian Mountains. She is suffering from an incurable
illness. He loves her and is helping her take her leave from this world –
helping her to find her peace and completely lose his. He wanders about
alone like the wild dogs that prowl the land here, literally trying to
disappear: into the earth, into the water. He is an Ahasver of her love, an
"eternal walker", tortured by the furies of her disappearing, a man of pain
like Georg Büchner’s Lenz, who tries to walk on his head. A man who
places stones on his forehead and walks through desolate neighbourhoods
like a bizarre sculpture of suffering come to life, accompanied by dogs and
gaped-mouthed children on the streets. A man that struggles with the
watery waste but seems to be condemned to continue living, crushed with
guilt. Benny Vandendriessche’s debut film is not a narrative work. It is a
palpably direct physical cinematic experience that searches for images –
and finds them in a fascinating manner – for which we only have personal,
mental images: loss and mourning. And like sculptures of the past, every

Benny Vandendriessche

Benny Vandendriessche started as a
director in television and in publicity,
discovering his own identity.
Through the years, he has developed
an interest in creating strong images
through an intuitive approach. Often
he would confront the fiction of a
character or a situation with the
authenticity of reality. This mixture of
fiction and documentary is present in
most of his artistic works. When
Vandendriessche met performer Dirk
Hendrikx, he came up on the idea for
a film one can experience without
knowledge: “Drift” is his first feature
film. 
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viewer has to see these images for themselves – to learn to read them,

affectively and intellectually. 

Original version with English subtitles

Film Details

Length: 80 minutes

Director: Benny Vandendriessche

Programm Heidelberg

Do 31. Oktober 18:30 clock Kino im Schlossgarten II

Mi 06. November 19:00 clock Kino im Schlossgarten III

Fr 08. November 20:00 clock Kino im Schlossgarten I

Programm Mannheim

Sa 02. November 23:00 clock Kino Atlantis

Do 07. November 21:15 clock Kino im Stadthaus II

Sa 09. November 20:00 clock Kino im Stadthaus I


